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Abstract  
Gravity stands apart from other fundamental interactions in that it is locally 
equivalent to an accelerated frame and can be transformed away. Again it is 
indistinguishable from the geometry of space-time (which is an arena for all 
other basic interactions), its strength being linked with the curvature. This is 
a major reason why it has so far not been amenable to quantisation like other 
interactions. It is also evident that new ideas are required to resolve several 
conundrums in areas like cosmology, black hole physics, and particles at 
high energies. That gravity can have strong coupling at microscales has also 
been suggested in several contexts earlier. Here we develop some of these 
ideas, especially in connection with the high accelerations experienced by 
particles at microscales, which would be interpreted as strong local 
gravitational fields. The consequences are developed for various situations 
and possible experimental manifestations are discussed. 
 
Keywords: Strong gravity; Effective gravitational constant; Spiral 
trajectories; Acceleration at microscales.    
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1 Introduction  
Gravity is one of the four fundamental interactions underlying the plethora of 
physical phenomena describing forces between particles and fields in space time. It is 
distinct from other forces like electromagnetism or nuclear in that it is locally equivalent 
to an accelerated frame and is described by the curvature of space time. Moreover it 
couples universally to all other fields. So gravity stands apart from other interactions and 
its unification with other forces is yet to be accomplished. A basic tenet of general 
relativity is the equivalence principle, i.e. a gravitational field is locally equivalent to an 
accelerated frame. Lorentz invariance corresponds to Inertial frames (IF’s), moving with 
uniform velocity or at rest. They are associated with absence of forces (or accelerations) 
and are described in flat, Minkowskian space time (no gravitational field). Inertial frames 
are an idealization. 
 
2 Acceleration at microscales and strong gravity  
In practice subatomic particles feel forces such as electromagnetic or strong 
interactions over quantum scales of length and time. A particle initially at rest could be 
accelerated to high velocities over short time scale, i.e. over s2316 1010~   . Typically 
this acceleration occurs over a time scale of 2~ mc
t   (for a particle of mass m), so that 
acceleration is 
2
~
mc
c

, i.e. 
     

3
~
mc
a                          (1) 
For kgm 2710~   (proton mass), this corresponds to 
232 /10~ sma . 
 
So by equivalence principle this should correspond to a ‘strong gravitational field’, 
over a distance scale 
mc
~ . For two protons, with this strong force (accelerating them) 
causing this acceleration, a, their equivalent mutual gravitational interaction is given by: 
    
2
3
~
r
mGmc
a
eff


                         (2) 
This implies on ‘effective gravitational constant’ of  
    Newtoneff G
m
c
G 38
2
10

                        (3) 
over a distance scale of mc/~  .  
 
Once the protons leave the interaction (acceleration) region they would have uniform 
velocity ~c, so that once again we have IF and Lorentz invariance. Thus the time scale for 
presence of a non IF (acceleration) is s
mc
23
2 10
 .  
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So this high acceleration is equivalent to a strong gravitational field with an effective 
NewtonGG
3810~  over a distance scale mc/~  .  
 
Indeed this picture provides an additional framework for the strong gravity 
hypothesis (in considering particle interactions in the micro world) proposed several 
years ago. 
 
For a detailed description of several interesting consequences of the approach see the 
extensive review article [1, 2] and references therein and more recently the chromo-
gravity approach [3, 4, 5]. The past literature on this is extensive [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].  
 
In this picture the short range hadronic gravitational interactions are mediated by 
massive spin-2 mesons (same quantum numbers as graviton). Starting with linear spin-2 
field equation and successively adding all non-linear self interactions (of a non-abelian 
field line gravity) one does get Einstein type field equations with large curvature and 
strong coupling.  
 
More recently [11] we have the ADD conjecture that gravity becomes strong at 
electroweak scale, giving an extra dimension of few microns. Gravity weakens much 
faster in higher dimensions. Hence we have an exponential short range gravitational field 
with large coupling (with large acceleration at the quark scale being the underlying 
feature). 
 
Indeed from the Riemann equation: 
    


 nuuRa                           (4) 
 
this large acceleration is also equivalent to a high curvature (over a subatomic scale), i.e. 
    
224
2
10~ 





m
mc
R

                        (5) 
 
A bunch of such particles in the high acceleration region (when they are being 
accelerated over quantum distance and time scales) would also experience a temperature 
    
ck
a
T
B2
~

                                  (6) 
This implies  
    K
k
mc
T
B
12
2
102
2
~ 

                        (7) 
Indeed in high energy collisions, there is a transverse thermal distribution of particles 
with this temperature, corresponding to the so called Hagedorn temperature. [1, 2] 
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3 Effective gravitational constant and modification of General Relativity  
As the upper limit to particle mass m is the Planck mass GeV
G
c
mPl
19
2
1
10~ 




 
 
this implies a maximum acceleration of: [12]  
    
251
3
max /10~ sm
cm
a Pl 

                        (8) 
Corresponding to a highest curvature 
2613 10  m
G
c
  with a maximum 
temperature: 
    K
k
cm
T
B
Pl 32
2
max 10
2
~ 

                        (9) 
 
These upper limits (arising from quantum constraints on space time) could ameliorate 
classical singularities where, as  RT ,  as in the big bang singularity or in 
black hole collapse to a singular state [24, 25]. The classical GR could undergo 
modifications due to these limitations. 
 
In this connection it is interesting that the use of minimum velocity [13], 
scmc /103 11 , gives 28 /10 scma  , the MOND value for acceleration, when 
used in equation (1).  
 
In another context we had suggested a Born – Infeld type of modification of GR, with 
a maximum curvature maxR , with a modified action like g
R
R
R












max
1
, reducing to 
usual GR for 
2
max
 PlLRR . [14, 15] 
 
In the above examples involving equation (2) and (3), we had an effective gravitational 
constant effG . Following a Sakharov type picture, we can write this as: [15, 16] 
    


c
d
c
Geff 

0
5

                               (10) 
(which for 

2mc
c  , gives 2~ m
c
Geff

 as above).  
For the highest energy interactions, 

2cmPl
c   and this gives effGG  !  
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The action can be expanded in powers of the curvature, with a 
2
max 







mc
R . [16] 
Essentially the effective gravity constant arises from all the zero point fluctuations of 
the various quantum fields (in curved space), which for an inertial frame has energy 
density: 
      



 d
c
d
232
2 
                       (11) 
and for an accelerated frame this gets modified to: 
      





d
ec
a
c
d
ac 













12
1
222
2
32
2 
        (12) 
 
This would give rise to a temperature dependent effG  modified as: 
      







2
max
2
1
T
T
GTG effeff                       (13) 
(Vanishing for maxTT  , perhaps averting space-time singularities) [25]. Applications to 
the early universe and black hole collapse are relevant.  
 
4 Energy levels in a gravitational field and solution of Dirac equation  
As the high acceleration (at quantum scales) involve  , we would have energy levels  
    
c
an
E

                               (14) 
 
Recent experiments have tried to look for these quantum levels, of neutrons in the 
earth’s gravitational field [17, 18]. These levels could also be observable in high energy 
collisions.  
The equation (14) can also be written as  kckaE  ; . [19] 
 
These energy levels are given by using the Bohr-Wilson rule: 
          nmgyEmdy
mg
E

0
2
1
22                       (15) 
giving the energy levels: 
        
3
1
22
32
9







mgn
En                              (16) 
where n is an integer. (Varying accelerations can also be incorporated like  ygg  , etc. 
 
A solution of Dirac equation for electron energy levels in a gravitational field gives 
similar results, i.e. [2, 21] 
            0. 2  xmgxmcpc                        (17) 
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Using the two component form, we have: 
   1
2
1
2
2
2
2
21  



























c
g
E
g
mc
x
c
g
p
c
g 
        (18) 
(Similarly for 2 ) 
 
This gives the relativistic energy levels as: 
       2
1
2222 2 cgngcnEn                   (19) 
 
For the case of a black hole we have: 
           
GM
c
a
4
                                     (20) 
where M is the black hole mass. It turns out that there is a universal upper limit to Force 
as 
G
c
F
4
max  . 
 
This gives the corresponding Unruh temperature as: 
          
B
u
GMk
cn
T
3
                        (21) 
 
So we have a prediction: we should get a set of energy levels apart from 1n
(Hawking temperature). This could imply gravitational Landau levels, 
c
g
, playing 
role of gyrofrequency.  
 
For primordial black holes with cut-off lifetime st 1810~ , these levels would be 
MeV100~  (γ rays)! 
 
5 Spiral trajectories of accelerated particles  
The trajectories followed by accelerated particles (which lose energy by radiation and 
consequently have damped motion are well known to be exponential spirals. We have the 
equation of motion: 
          fluceVr
c
e
rm  
3
2
6
                (22) 
Essentially, rr   . This implies a path given by, ktea  , where k is a constant. So 
the path is given by, 
tkekS
 ; i.e. exponentially increasing (a logarithmic spiral).  
 
This provides naturally an alternative picture for the inflation in the early universe. 
Thus we could have a primordial field accelerating the charged particles, where motion 
would be damped by radiation. So their path exponentially increases.  
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The high energy radiation could pair produce and create a shower of new particles. 
When the field weakens over a distance the particles stop being accelerated and motion 
becomes parabolic (or linear). These aspects will be quantitatively dealt with in a later 
paper. Again charged particles approaching the singularity in gravitational collapse could 
also be expected to follow such paths as their motion is damped by radiation emitted (as 
they are accelerated). The importance of spiral paths and the role of acceleration have 
been emphasized in ref. [19]. 
 
We recall the key property of the exponential spiral (logarithmic spiral) 
keRR 0 , 
i.e. the arc length from any point on the spiral to the centre (pole) is finite although it 
takes infinitely many rotations to reach the pole. This has implications for the singularity 
in black hole collapse. Again as Newton pointed out in his ‘Principia’ if the law of 
gravity had been inverse cubic (this would be the case if there were an extra space 
dimension) an allowed orbit would be a logarithmic spiral (or exponential spiral).  
 
Again relative acceleration between particles can be related to Riemann curvature of 
the underlying space time. Thus changes in acceleration would manifest as curvature 
changes. The differential acceleration would correspond to a temperature difference: 
          
ck
a
T
B2



                       (23) 
 
The T can be related to curvature change k . So analogous to the heat conduction 
equation which describes heat flow via:  
          Tk
t
T 2


                       (24) 
 
We would have curvature flow (Ricci flow) in the dynamic space time of quantum 
micro-world. 
 
T is a constant corresponds to thermal equilibrium (no heat flow), while k is a 
constant implies ‘geometric’ equilibrium of the underlying space time manifold. [20] 
 
6 Space-time defects  
Again space time defects could explain quantization of action (origin of  ) and 
quantum of electric charge [21]. Thus the torsion associated with a space-time defect, 
denotes the closure failure of a loop, in a surface element. 
          
2
1
3






 c
G
nQdA

                       (25) 
Quantification of closure in the Planck units could give a clue to the origin of  , 
which would now be topological. Oscillations of the defect could give rise to acceleration 
through second time derivative of torsion.  
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Similarly second time derivatives of the curvature would give rise to angular 
accelerations, i.e. RdA
t



2
2 
 over a torsion would arise from spin density, i.e. would 
give rise to a gravitomagnetic force (or gravitoferromagnetic effect) [22, 23]. Thus:    
           
3
4
c
G
Q

                        (26) 

 
is the spin density ( 3r
N   in a region of extent r, or 3r
N  ).  
 
So Q is analogous to a magnetic dipolar field, falling off as 3
1
r
 
(as seen from 
equation (26)).  
 
Hence QdA  gives ‘gravitomagnetic flux’ over surface dA, analogous to e
c  for 
the magnetic flux. This in turn confirms the possibility of gravitational Landau levels, 
SQn .
2
1






 , 

SQ.
 is the ‘gravito-gyro frequency’! 
 
This has implications for strong gravitational fields, near black holes which can give 
a repulsive force for spinning black holes. Strong repulsive forces have been involved 
[19] to describe ejection of particles in jets around black holes. Torsion effects 
(gravitomagnetic forces) could give rise to a finite radius for collapsing matter preventing 
a singular state, i.e. inside the horizon the minimum radius would be: 
          
3
1
4
2







mc
GS
R                        (27) 
S is the total spin. For a solar mass this gives cm510~ . [24, 25]  
For a derivation of equation (27), see [26]  
 
7 Trapping of particles due to high acceleration 
As high acceleration is locally a strong gravitational field, the usual criterion for 
gravitational confinement (of particles and fields) i.e. 
2
2
mc
r
Gm
 , can be written as: 
          


3
2
2
mc
a
mc
c
a
c
Gm
r



                              (28) 
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We can get the same by substituting 
2mc  for effG  in equation (2) and (3). So this 
can be written as:  
               
2
2
mc
r
mGeff
                  (29) 
 
TeV black holes would correspond to 
2
2
mc
m
c
G
w
eff 

, where wm  is the weak 
boson mass. 
 
A whole range of values of effG  is possible as a function of energy ( GG
1410 ). 
TeV ‘black holes’ were first discussed in ref. [27] in this context. See also ref. [21, 28]. 
Also in connection with strings see ref. [26, 29, 30].  
 
One can also have gravitational trapping in vortices if frequency  
2
1

 c ,   
being the vortex scale and c the velocity of light.  
Typically the time scale is 
v
~
2


, v is the kinetic viscocity. Such phenomenon could 
occur in relativistic fluids (e.g. Quark gluon plasma, high temperature electron-positron 
plasma etc.) and could be tested in future experiments. As stated above strong 
gravitomagnetic forces could lead to formation of jets in relativistic fluids (also in 
accretion discs in close vicinity of massive black holes). The field could collimate the jet 
over long distances. At relativistic velocities, gravitomagnetic forces could be 
comparable to static gravitational forces. There are interesting spin-torsion, spin-orbit and 
spin-spin effects in such systems (brief discussion in ref. [21] and references therein). A 
more quantitative study is being explored. Such forces could even prevent the merger of 
black holes on their close approach.   
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